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WEATHER ALERT
Drastically Increased Plowing Threat... After one last mild day with some rain showers around, attention turns to tonight -
tomorrow as cold air quickly meets up with a developing system that now looks to bring significant snow to the area. Rain that
builds back in after Midnight will begin mixing briefly with snow and sleet before eventually changing over to all snow in the
predawn. Snow can fall at a moderate (to at times heavy) intensity for several hours, particularly between sunrise and noon.
Despite the prior warmth, the intensity will likely allow pavements to cover. Overall, we are looking at the potential for 3 - 7" of
snow. As of now, the bullseye of highest totals looks to hold to our south, but please note that the forecast has been shifting
over the past couple of days, so it's possible the swath still shifts a bit either north or south (regardless, plowable snow is likely
throughout the entire region). Snow will then lighten and taper tomorrow afternoon, and cold conditions Monday night will cause
slush / wet areas to freeze up.

OVERVIEW
Start Time End Time Total Snow/Sleet Confidence

Monday 
2:00 AM - 5:00 AM

Monday 
1:00 PM - 4:00 PM

3.0 - 7.0" 
Snow/Sleet

Coating - 1.0" 5%

1.0 - 3.0" 30%

3.0 - 7.0" 45%
7.0 - 12.0" 20%

PAVEMENT
DETAILS

Accumulation 2.0" - 5.0" Snow First Inch Mon 3:30 AM - 6:30 AM

Comments Some initial variability, but pavements can cover once the changeover to mod/heavy
snow occurs.

 

HAZARDS
Hazard Threat Description

Ice Moderate Expect a freeze up of any wet slush left on pavements Monday night.

Snowfall Rate High A period of moderate to heavy snow is expected Monday AM - midday with 1"/hour
rates.

Blowing Snow Low Snow will be somewhere between a "regular" and "wet" density, so generally just
localized areas of blowing snow with the gusty winds.
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FORECAST

Sunday

More clouds than sun with some areas of fog and drizzle around to start. Should mainly stay dry
outside of a spotty shower or two.
25% chance for a Trace - 0.10" of Rain
High in the mid 60s | SW to W winds 5 - 12 mph, a few gusts to around 20 mph

Sun Night

A couple of evening showers give way to briefly dry conditions before more rain arrives after Midnight.
Rain mixes with snow / sleet 2 - 5 AM, changing to all snow near daybreak.
0.5 - 2.0" of Snow/Sleet | Trace - 0.15" of Rain
Temps near 30 - 34 by dawn | Winds shift NNE 8 - 18 mph, gusts 25 - 35 mph

Monday

Cloudy and windy with moderate (to at times heavy) snow continuing during the morning. Snow lights
and tapers 1 - 4 PM.
2.0 - 5.0" of Snow (Additional... Storm Total 3 - 7")
Temps around 32 in snow, then rising to a high in the mid 30s | NNE winds shift NNW 10 - 18 mph,
gusts 30 - 35 mph

Mon Night
Clear and cold with a diminishing breeze.
Hard freeze up can occur of any slush left on pavements overnight.
Low near 20

Tuesday A frigid start, then mostly sunny.
High around 40

Forecaster: Megan McCarthy Next Update: This Afternoon 1 - 3 PM
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